
Leaders are well aware that in order to change organisational culture, you need to 
change behaviours. However, too often we are ‘told’ what to do differently, 
without any attention paid to ‘how’.

Rialto Executive Partner, Simon Clarkson, explains that individuals need to 
understand the  mechanics of their belief system otherwise those behavioural 
changes made will only be temporary.

The culture of an organisation ultimately 
manifests itself as behaviours – whether 
conscious or not. 

The problem with culture change however, 
is that the focus too often takes place at a 
behavioural level alone. The key to shifting 
behaviours genuinely and sustainably 
actually lies at a much deeper level. 

Why do we behave the way that we 
do? Why do we find it difficult to 
change? What feeds those behaviours?

If we can understand and make changes at 
this level, then the behaviours will change 
naturally and authentically.  This is the same 
issue that organisations have in developing 
their people. Too often we are ‘told’ what to 
do differently, without any attention paid to 
‘how’ to shift those behaviours authentically 
and willingly.

The only way to bring about genuinely 
lasting change in individual and team 
performance is to give people an 
understanding of why we behave the way 
we do.  

It also allows us to change the way we 
behave giving either temporary flexibility in 
our approach to others or permanent 
change in areas where this is necessary.
Improvement on an organisational level is 
dependent upon individuals understanding 
how (and having willingness to) change 
certain behaviours. An understanding of this 
deep rooted process is vital to succeed here 
as opposed to making surface level changes 
which fail to impact and do not last.

This is about people understanding the 
mechanics of their belief system and how 
that manifests itself in behaviours.  
Otherwise we will be permanently making 
temporary change.

Organisational Culture Change:
So there IS an ‘i’ in team after all!
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Behaviour is driven by feelings and 
emotions.  People do not become violent 
because they want to share a little love 
with the world.  Likewise, people can find it 
difficult to be calm under pressure when 
they feel particularly stressed or anxious.  

Negative feelings and emotions drive 
negative behaviours (or at least make it 
more difficult to authentically behave 
positively).  Positive feelings and emotions 
facilitate positive behaviours because we 
tend to channel them. 

The issue with negative feelings and 
emotions is that society deems we should 
bottle them up and simply force ourselves 
to behave appropriately – sometimes 
failing in the process.

The question therefore is: if our feelings 
and emotions are so important in this 
process, where do they originate from? The 
answer is perhaps more scientific at first 
than one would expect.  

They originate from the brain as chemicals.  
Happiness is usually associated with, 
amongst other things, Serotonin; stress 
with Cortisol and so on.  Your mindset and 
attitude are the main controlling factors in 
the release of those chemicals. In other 
words, it’s not the fact, it’s how you react.

A football team can equalise in the final 
seconds of a game and the result is a 
draw. Each set of fans go home with a 
completely different mindset towards the 
result, even though it is exactly the same 
for both teams.  

It can rain heavily and while one individual 
rejoices because the grass turns nice and 
green, another is distraught because they 
wanted to play golf that morning.  Your 
attitude towards the facts drives how you 
feel about those facts.

The facts themselves can be either
negative or positive, yet still your 
mindset about those facts will
determine how negatively or
positively you will deal with those ups
and downs.

The negative mindset individual will be 
determined that the bubble is about to 
burst even when the facts are positive.  
The positive individual will be determined 
to find a way to succeed even when facing 
the most negative facts.

Everyone faces facts. Some facts are 
positive, some are negative.  Some facts 
are big and some are small.  Some are 
important and some are urgent.  Some 
are personal and some are professional.  
Some are controllable and some are 
uncontrollable. They are ALL still facts no 
matter what type of fact they are.



The question is, what is an individual’s or an 
organisation’s, or indeed an entire culture’s 
mindset towards the facts. These facts 
include:

✓ The customers

✓ The employees

✓ The competition

✓ The economic environment

✓ The shareholders

✓ Legal and finance

✓ The product

✓ The targets or performance metrics

✓ And more!

The organisational mindset will determine 
how people feel and what they associate 
with these facts and how they therefore 
behave and perform towards them. It would 
be easy to stop there. Tell people to have a 
positive mindset and all will be well with the 
world won’t it?  If people shift their attitude 
then behaviours will change.  

Sounds simple doesn’t it?  This is indeed 
true, but it isn’t quite a simple as we would 
like it to be.  Mindset and attitude are driven 
by something much deeper – beliefs.  The 
beliefs that you acquire over the course of 
your lifetime will largely determine your 
attitudes to the facts you face.  Beliefs about 
yourself, about others, about the world 
around you.  

Beliefs about what you can and can’t do, 
about what is right and what is wrong.  
Those beliefs, whether held so deeply that 
without some help we may miss the fact that 
they even exist, or so much at the surface, 
we may as well tattoo them on our 
forehead, drive every behaviour we ever 
exhibit – good or bad. 

We must remember that, in the case of 
creating high performance, the belief of 
indifference could be argued to be just as 
dangerous as one that is cynical in itself.  By 
accepting something less we are as good as 
endorsing it.

Most parenting classes would teach
this.  By not challenging negative 
behaviour from a child we are, by 
process of elimination, accepting it 
and in the child’s mind at least, this is 
as good as an endorsement.  Just 
watch one episode of Super Nanny 
on the television and this point 
becomes an ongoing theme.

The point is, we all know this, but regularly 
fail to act upon it.  Why?  Because if we have 
been conditioned into the belief of 
indifference, or dare I say it, inferiority, then 
we behave, whether consciously or not, 
accordingly.

We are conditioned by not just our parents, 
but by our family members.  We are 
conditioned by our friends, our teachers, our 
peers, our colleagues, our managers.
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